
Chesapeake Bay Entrance Vessel Incident Report 
Introduction  
This report shows traffic incident frequencies for the Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind (CVOW) 
commercial and North Carolina (Kitty Hawk) BOEM wind lease areas, calculated using the IALA 
Waterways Risk Assessment Program (IWRAP) software. IWRAP is a tool that assists in quantifying 
the risks involved with vessel traffic in a specified geographic area. On the basis of a sample traffic 
intensity and composition, the tool allows the user to efficiently evaluate and estimate the annual 
number of allisions, collisions and groundings in a modeled area. The fundamental calculation used 
by IWRAP is:  

Collision Frequency = Causation Factor x Geometric Frequency 

The causation factor is the probability that the officer on watch does not react in time, given they are 
on collision course with another vessel or structure, or grounding. A set of causation factors was 
developed by International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities 
(IALA) in cooperation with the academic community, that define a set of globally applicable values. 
This causation factor set is based on Bayesian statistics and rooted in studies of past incidents. The 
software provides the opportunity to alter the causation factors, however the factors developed by 
IALA were used in this report.  

Geometrical Frequency is the number of candidates for collisions that exist in an AIS Data set. After 
an AIS data set is uploaded, a density plot is used to identify the most frequented routes. A network 
is then developed by assigning legs connected by waypoints to the highest density routes. These 
legs and waypoints are then assigned statistical distributions based on the AIS data, that model the 
probability vessels of a certain type and length will pass on that leg, the direction traveled, and how 
far from the center of the leg they travel. These distributions are used to determine the number of 
opportunities for a collision to take place.  

Structures and bathymetry are also included in the model. Structures are modeled by creating a 
georeferenced representation of size and shape, and are uploaded directly in shapefile format. 
Bathymetry comes directly from ENC data and also uploaded directly in shapefile format. Both are 
used in conjunction with the AIS data to determine the geometrical opportunities for an allision or 
grounding to take place.  

The resulting collision frequencies from multiplying causation factors and geometrical frequencies 
represent the probability that a defined incident will take place. The categories of incidents are: 

1. Powered Grounding, 2. Drifting Grounding,
3. Total Groundings, 4. Powered Allision,
5. Drifting Allision, 6. Total Allisions,
7. Overtaking (collision), 8. Crossing (collision),
9. Head on (collision), 10. Merging (collision), and
11. Bend (collisions), 12. Total Collisions.

Head on collisions take place when two vessels are on the same leg moving in reciprocal directions. 
Overtaking collisions take place when two vessels are on the same leg moving the same direction. 
Crossing collisions take place when two legs cross at a waypoint. Merging collisions take place 
when several legs merge at a waypoint. Finally, bend collisions take place when ships on the same 
leg make a turn at a waypoint.  
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Collision frequencies observed as incidents per year are the probabilities a certain type of incident 
will take place in any given year assuming the traffic makeup is similar to the sample year. For 
example, with a value of .22201 powered grounding incidents per year there is roughly a 22% 
chance a powered grounding will take place in a given year. The frequencies can also be observed 
as years between incidents which is the inverse of incidents per year. The same .22201 powered 
groundings per year is .22201-1 = 4.5043 years between powered grounding incidents.  

In this analysis three models were considered, referred to as Alpha, Bravo and Charlie. The Alpha 
case is the baseline model in which no structures exist, and represents the probability that incidents 
will take place in the sample year. Since there are no structures in this model, allision frequencies do 
not exist. The Bravo case assumes that traffic does not alter patterns and adds in the fully developed 
wind lease blocks. Bravo is the worst-case scenario, that shows the maximum allision frequencies 
the projects may present. The Charlie case includes some reasoned assumptions on how mariners 
will respond to the fully developed wind lease blocks used. For example, larger ships are unlikely to 
traverse the lease blocks, and Charlie takes this into account by modifying the statistical distributions 
assigned to each leg to model traffic routing around. Charlie represents the mostly likely estimate of 
incident frequencies in the future, and allows observation of the changes to collisions and 
groundings with the introduction of new traffic patterns based on how mariners are likely to respond 
to project structures.  

For this report:  

• AIS data set is all AIS equipped vessel traffic in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay Entrance 
in calendar year 2019. Unlike the Traffic Analysis in Appendix H, coastwise traffic was not 
excluded. Traffic on north/south courses transiting past the Chesapeake Entrance is also 
included in this report.  

• The structures used in Bravo and Charlie were created by NAVCEN in ArcMAP  
o Assume fully developed lease areas 
o With mono-pile wind turbine generators  
o Base diameter of 10m  
o Evenly spaced evenly at 1 nautical mile.  

• Bathymetry was downloaded directly from NOAA’s website, encdirect.noaa.gov.  

 
 
 
 
 

 



Model Development 
The network of legs for Chesapeake Bay Entrance was developed in cooperation with CG District 5 
Waterways. The model area extends from mean lower low water to approximately 55 nautical miles 
offshore and is shown by the shaded area in Figure 1. Also in the Figure 1, vessel traffic density for 
2019 is represented on a red, yellow, blue scale. Red is the highest density areas and blue the 
lowest density. The three colors represent density quantiles with cutoffs at 98 (red), 91(yellow), and 
0(blue) with a continuous gradient in between. The Black lines represent the numbered legs 
connected by waypoints. Each leg has two distributions assigned which were extracted from the AIS 
data. The green distribution represents inbound traffic and the blue outbound traffic. Enclosure (1) is 
a full size map of the model area.  

Figure 1: 2019 Traffic Density and Leg network 



Alpha  
Figure 2 is the baseline model which assigns incident frequencies to each leg, waypoint, and 
bathymetric line. The highest frequencies are represented by dark blue and lowest frequencies are 
yellow. Frequency values are in Table 1. Enclosure (2) is a full-size map of the baseline.  

Incidents/Year 
Years Between 
Incidents 

Powered Grounding 0.22201 4.5043 
Drifting Grounding 0.051534 19.404 
Total Groundings 0.27354 3.6557 
Powered Allision --- --- 

Drifting Allision --- --- 
Total Allisions --- --- 

Overtaking 0.001301 768.65 
HeadOn 0.001207 828.5 
Crossing 0.00024251 4,123.60 
Merging 0.00023918 4,181 

Bend 0.0060564 165.11 
Total Collisions 0.0090461 110.54 Table 1: Alpha Frequency Values 

High incident Frequency 

Low incident Frequency 

Figure 2: Alpha Model 



Bravo  
Figure 3 is the Bravo model with the individual wind turbine generators added to the model. Table 2 
are the corresponding frequency values. The percentages in Table 2 are the percent change from 
the baseline. Enclosure (3) is a full-size map of Bravo.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Bravo Frequency Values 

 Incidents/Year 
Years between 
Incidents 

Powered 
Grounding (-0.000%) 0.22201 (0.000%) 4.5043 

Drifting 
Grounding (-0.012%) 0.051528 (0.012%) 19.407 

Total 
Groundings (-0.002%) 0.27354 (0.002%) 3.6558 

Powered Allision 0.015676 63.792 
Drifting Allision  0.00047858 2,089.50 
Total Allisions 0.016154 61.902 

Overtaking (-0.000%) 0.001301 (0.000%) 768.66 
HeadOn (0.000%) 0.001207 (-0.000%) 828.5 

Crossing 
(0.000%) 
0.00024251 (0.000%) 4,123.6 

Merging 
(0.000%) 
0.00023918 (0.000%) 4,181 

Bend (0.000%) 0.0060564 (0.000%) 165.11 
Total Collisions (0.000%) 0.0090461 (-0.000%) 110.54 

 Figure 3: Bravo Model 

 



Charlie  
Figure 4 is the Charlie model. Enclosure (4) is a full-size map of Charlie. The following is a summary 
of changes made to traffic patterns:  

- Legs 16, 74,75,78, and 79 which ran due east/west through the northern portion of the
CVOW commercial area were renamed North 1,2,3,4,5 respectively.

- Legs 22, 59, 76, 41 ,42 which ran North East /South West through the CVOW commercial
area were renamed RR 1,2,3,4,5 respectively

- Leg 35 was renamed South 1 and a new leg, South 2, was created to connect South 1 to NE
outbound legs and SW inbound legs.

- The “North” legs were moved to route around the CVOW commercial area to the north. The
traffic distributions on those legs were not altered by moving them.

- The traffic makeup on the “RR legs” was copied and half moved to South 1 and 2 and half to
North 1 -5 legs. At this point the traffic distributions were altered to include the traffic that
historically traveled on the RR legs.

- Finally, the traffic represented on the RR legs was removed. The red arrows on those legs in
Figure 4 denote empty routes.

Incidents/Year Years between Incidents 
Powered 

Grounding (-18.502%) 0.18937 (22.703%) 5.28066 
Drifting 

Grounding (-8.485%) 0.045249 (9.272%) 22.0999 
Total 

Groundings (-16.615%) 0.23462 (19.926%) 4.2622 
Powered Allision 0.010485 95.3743 

Drifting Allision 0.00039457 2,534.40 
Total Allisions .010880 91.9117 

Overtaking (106.280%) 0.0204190 (-51.522%) 489.73 
HeadOn (24.518%) 0.00174920 (-19.690%) 571.68 

Crossing (106.298%) 0.00034182 (-51.526%) 2,925.51 

Merging (122.881%) 0.00053398 (-55.133%) 1,872.72 

Bend (62.676%)   0.0095668 (-38.528%) 104.52 
Total Collisions (66.617%)     0.014234 (-39.982%) 70.254 

Table 3: Charlie Frequency Values 

Figure 5 is the Charlie model revisions shown with the wind energy areas (transparent yellow) 
and proposed fairways (solid brown). Enclosure (5) is the full size map of the same.  



Figure 4: Charlie Model 



 Figure 5: Predicted traffic patterns with proposed Fairways. 



Results Comparison 
Alpha Bravo Charlie 

Powered Grounding 0.22201 (-0.000%) 0.22201 (-18.502%) 0.18093 
Drifting Grounding 0.051534 (-0.012%) 0.051528 (-8.485%) 0.047162 
Total Groundings 0.27354 (-0.002%) 0.27354 (-16.615%) 0.22809 
Powered Allision --- 0.015676 0.011415 

Drifting Allision --- 0.00047858 0.00048022 
Total Allisions --- 0.016154 0.011895 

Overtaking 0.001301 (-0.000%) 0.001301 (106.280%) 0.0026837 
HeadOn 0.001207 (0.000%) 0.001207 (24.518%) 0.0015029 

Crossing 0.00024251 (0.000%) 0.00024251 
(106.298%) 
0.00050029 

Merging 0.00023918 (0.000%) 0.00023918 
(122.881%) 
0.00053308 

Bend 0.0060564 (0.000%) 0.0060564 (62.676%) 0.0098524 
Total Collisions 0.0090461 (0.000%) 0.0090461 (66.617%) 0.015072 

Table 4: All models results in Incidents/Year 

Alpha Bravo Charlie 
Powered Grounding 4.5043 (0.000%) 4.5043 (22.703%) 5.5269 

Drifting Grounding 19.404 (0.012%) 19.407 (9.272%) 21.204 
Total Groundings 3.6557 (0.002%) 3.6558 (19.926%) 4.3841 
Powered Allision --- 63.792 87.605 

Drifting Allision --- 2,089.50 2,082.40 
Total Allisions --- 61.902 84.068 

Overtaking 768.65 (0.000%) 768.66 
(-51.522%) 
372.63 

HeadOn 828.5 (-0.000%) 828.5 
(-19.690%) 
665.37 

Crossing 4,123.60 (0.000%) 4,123.6 
(-51.526%) 
1,998.8 

Merging 4,181 (0.000%) 4,181 
(-55.133%) 
1,875.9 

Bend 165.11 (0.000%) 165.11 (-38.528%) 101.5 

Total Collisions 110.54 (-0.000%) 110.54 
(-39.982%) 
66.347 

Table 5: All models results in Years between Incidents 
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Enclosure (1): Model Construction
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Enclosure (2): Alpha Model



Enclosure (3): Bravo Model



Enclosure (4): Charlie Model



Enclosure (5): Final Patterns 
with Recommended Fairways



ENCLOSURE (6) Results Comparisons 

Ship to Ship Collisions 
Alpha 

Bravo 

Charlie 



Grounding Results 
Alpha 

Bravo 

Charlie 



Allision Results 

Bravo 

Charlie 




